**Student War Protests Sweep U.S.**

Two University of Arkansas students were wounded yesterday in a demonstration in a federal judicial building in Little Rock, Arkansas. The students were injured when the Posse, a Civilian Conservation Corps group, attempted to clear the building of protesters. The Posse, led by Judge Carlos C. Anez, arrested the students.
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**Pair Splits Primaries**

George M. McGovern opposed Robert H. Hartmann for the Democratic nomination for the U.S. Senate. McGovern won the primary.

**Documents Sought**

The Internal Revenue Service is investigating tax returns of the Oklahoman, Inc., the parent company of The Oklahoman. The investigation is expected to last several months.

**IRS Probes Hill's Taxes**

The Internal Revenue Service is investigating the tax returns of Senator Edward W. Kennedy, D-Mass., and Representative John W. Dingell, D-Mich., both of whom have large estates.

**Discovery Buys Hopes**

Free From Sunshine's Darkness

**2 MINERS ALIVE IN FOUND SHAFT**

**Survivors In 'Good' Condition**

**FBI**

Two men who had been trapped in a mine shaft for two days were found alive and well in a mine shaft Tuesday. The men, identified as John Doe and Jane Smith, were found by a rescue team led by Captain Robert B. Smith.
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Army Or Jail Choice Out?**

By J. NELSON TAYLOR

An accomplished politician of proved political acumen, Taylor was known for his ability to win the support of the voters. His campaign was focused on the issues of education and job creation.

**Woman Wants Arrest**

Pool Hall Raid Asked

At Movie Theatre in Washington, D.C., a woman asked the manager to clear the pool hall of patrons. The manager refused, and the woman then asked for the police to be called.

**Red Tape Stripped**

Wagner Josephson, a reporter for The Oklahoman, has been stripped of his red tape. Josephson was known for his investigative reporting.

**Censo Switched**

The census switch is being tested by the U.S. Census Bureau. The switch involves the use of a new computer program to process census data.

**Filmmakers Win**

The filmmakers won a special award at the Southwestern Film Festival.

**Lessension**

The Lessension is a new television show that is being shown on WABC in New York City. The show features a cast of comedians and actors.

**Inside News**
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One page of this issue is visible. Average temperature was 30.
Male Criticism Defeats Woman’s Fashion Sense, Says Parisienne

ELIZABETH MORTON

If nothing else, this book demonstrates the power of what is usually not visible in the writing or in the photographs: the way that women model for other women. The women of Parisienne are models for women in the United States, and the Chicago Tribune is the newspaper that is responsible for bringing these models to life. This book is a collection of photographs that were taken in the 1930s, and they are all of women modeling for women. The photographs show the women in their most natural state, without the usual filters or retouching that are used to make models look more attractive.

Fashion Show Set, Programs Planned By Bankers’ Wives

SPECIAL EVENTS: Bankers’ Wives are planning a fashion show that will be held in the town of Chicago. The show will be held on May 13th, and it will feature models from Parisienne, a fashion magazine that is published in the United States. The models will be dressed in the latest fashions, and they will be walking down a runway in front of a large audience. The show is open to the public, and tickets can be purchased at the door.

Polly’s Pointers...

Vinegar Solution Rids Rust Spots

SOLUTION: Vinegar is a natural solution that can be used to remove rust spots from metal objects. It is best to use white vinegar, as it is more effective than other types of vinegar. Simply apply the vinegar to the rust spot and allow it to sit for a few minutes. Then, use a wire brush or a scrub brush to remove the rust.

Albert Backing Blockade Action

National Briefs

3 Senators Hit Nominee

WASHINGTON (AP) - Three Democratic senators have joined a growing list of criticism of the nomination of Albert Backing to the post of President of the United States. The senators, who are from the states of New York, California, and Texas, have all expressed their disapproval of Backing's nomination.

War News Stirs Panic

NEW YORK (AP) - The news of war with China has caused panic in the city of New York. People are barricading their homes and preparing for the worst. The situation is further complicated by the fact that the war is being fought in China, and there is no way to ensure that the war will not spread to the United States.

Nader Claims Tax Loopholes

CHICAGO (AP) - Ralph Nader, a prominent consumer advocate, has accused the government of using tax loopholes to benefit large corporations. Nader claims that the government is allowing these corporations to pay less in taxes, while at the same time, it is raising taxes on ordinary citizens.

Albert, an African American man, is the nominee of the United States for President. He has been endorsed by many national leaders, including the President of China. The nomination is expected to be confirmed by the Senate.
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Saturday Suit Filed

Bankruptcy Suit Filed

By Richards

JACK Richards, a prominent lawyer, has filed a bankruptcy suit against several of his clients. The suit is based on the fact that the clients have not paid him for his services. Richards claims that he is owed hundreds of thousands of dollars, and he is now seeking to recover these funds.
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Jaycees To Parley Sneed To Keynote Meeting

To Portland — Continental offers the only daily direct service. Call your travel agent or Continental Airlines at 232-2541.

To Seattle — Just $99. Save with the only low Economy fare. Call your travel agent or Continental Airlines at 232-2541.
Aero Stops 89ers On One Hit

Rangers Keep Hopes Alive

Chicks Win In 3A Golf

Mitchell Still Had To Prove Himself

Longhorns Lost Two Big Recruiting Plums
NOW.
THE FIRST DC-10 FLIES NONSTOP FROM OKLAHOMA CITY TO LOS ANGELES.

Try our spacious new DC-10 coach lounge. Ask your travel agent for the LuxuryLiner.

The new DC-10 LuxuryLiner Leaves at 10:15 A.M. nonstop to Los Angeles.

American Airlines
Our passengers get the best of everything.
**Woolco May and**

**girls' 7-14 stretch knit short sets**

2 for $5

$10

**half sizes!**

**ladies' extra-size**

no-iron gift blouses

3.97 to 8.97

**ladies' extra-size**

knit jamaicas

2.97  4.97

**infants' sunsuits & short sets**

97¢ ea.

Real values on a knit-and-cotton cardigan at

12¢ ea.

Real values on a cotton and knit cardigan at

14¢ ea.

**Mother's Day Sale**

- misses' & juniors'
- romper & romper sets
- sizzler sets
- hot pants sets

**just say... "charge it!"**
**Woolco May and Mother's Day Sale**

**WOW! WHAT VALUES UP TO 50% OFF OUR HUGE SELECTION**

**$15**

*men's sport coats*  
- solids  
- plaid checks  
- stripes  
- wide lapels  
- turn backs  
- quality tailored  
- 100% rayon  
- polyester  
- 35% wool  
- sizes 36 to 44

**269**

*men's permanent press nylon jackets*  
- 4 POPULAR STYLES  
- round or long-point collars  
- many with contrasting yoke and pockets  
- full back  
- come with zipper pockets  
- cotton lining  
- 100% nylon  
- blue, black, green, maroon, yellow, red, blue  
- sizes 44 to 50

**394**

*men's polyester knit shirts*  
- Permanent press  
- cotton & polyester  
- collared t-shirts  
- size 36 to 44  
- sizes S/M/L/XL

**2**

*boys' short sleeve knit shirts*  
- size 4 to 16  
- sizes S/M/L/XL

**796**

*mother's remembrance pin*  
- 12 stones  
- mother's day special price  
- available in gold or silver  
- sizes S/M/L/XL

**986**

*mother's day special price*  
- 3 special prices  
- each 2.46  
- mother's day special price  
- white gold  
- silver  
- sizes S/M/L/XL

**1988**

*mother's day special price*  
- silver plated tea or coffee service  
- sizes S/M/L/XL

**TREAT HER FEET TO COMFORT, STYLE AND SAVINGS!**

**177**

*fashion slippers for mom*  
- sizes 5 to 11

**244**

*new look from old Italy*  
- sizes 5 to 11

**391**

*strap happy sandals*  
- sizes 5 to 11
FULLHOUSE of CARPET!

1. LIVING ROOM
2. DINING ROOM
3. STAIRWAY
4. HALLWAY

$319

FANTASTIC BUYS IN OUR INFANTS DEPT.

Call Now!

737-6631
MIDWEST CITY
OR
848-5661
MAY AVE STORE

"Based On Approximately 50 Square Yards
COMPLETE INSTALLATION
WITH PADDING!!

"EASIER LIVING" POLYESTER
"SEDGEFIELD" POLYESTER
"STEPHENVILLE" DUPONT SKI NYLON
**Woolco May and Mother’s Day Sale**

**THE SMITH-CORONA® FIGUREMATE® 707 PORTABLE ELECTRIC ADDING MACHINE**

- Transparent Tear-Off Strip—so you can see the printed figures on the tape
- Lightweight—just 6 pounds, remarkably compact, too
- Adds and subtracts—with decimal accuracy
- Sets up to 6 Calculations—4,999.99
- Spill-proof, Floating Keyboard—we need to see a transistorized ledger movements
- Modern Design—safetymark beautifully with decor in kitchen, den or den

$38.88

**4-DRAWER FILE CABINET WITH LOCK**

$27.88

**24 x 48 FRAMED REPRODUCTIONS**

$3.33

**BIG 12” GIANT PLAYBALL**

ASS. COLORS $7.77

**PT-19 COX TRAINER PLANE**

COMPLETE WITH 804 ENGINE $7.77

**10 COUNT AIRLINE TUMBLER**

16 OZ SIZE $4.39

**BRACH’S PICK-A-MIX**

3 pounds $1

**500 COUNT NOTE BOOK PAPER**

2 for $1

**10 ROLL PKG. TOILET TISSUE**

2 for $1

**100 COUNT PLASTIC FOAM CUPS**

43¢

**30¢ 4 OZ.**

Motivated Soap in Woolco, 6 for $1.00

**JUST SAY “CHARGE IT!”**

**SPECIAL ELECTROPHONIC**

AM/FM/FM multiplex radio amplifier

Built-in 8-track tape cartridge player

Matched speakers

Tinted dust cover

4-speed record changer

9 PIECE TOTAL STEREO SOUND SYSTEM WITH BUILT-IN 8-TRACK STEREO TAPE UNIT!

COMPLETE STEREO SET

ONLY $139

**JUST SAY “CHARGE IT!”**

**SHOP WOOLCO FOR THE COMPLETE LINE OF ELECTROPHONIC**
Woolco May and

- Styrofoam wig head $3.75
- 17 oz. bottle Scope mouthwash $1.01
- 7 oz. can Secret anti-perspirant $1.02
- 6.5 oz. tube head & shoulders shampoo $1.08
- 11.5 oz. liquid prell shampoo $1.08
- 7 oz. can right guard deodorant $0.95
- Wilkinson blades 5 pk dispenser $0.78 ea.
- Aqua net hair spray Woolfolk facial tissue level $5 for $1
- Gillette shaving cream 24 oz. bottle $0.91
- intensive care lotion $1.39
- vaseline intensive care bath beads $0.63 ea.

FASCINATING NEW HOBBIES - SURE PLEASERS FOR MOM!

- swingalong purse kit $2.99
- dimensionale kit $3.99
- jr. fun film kits $2.99
- dip-it kit $2.99
- pearl kits $4.99

FREE DECOUPAGE CLASSES MAY 10, 11, 12

JUST SAY "CHARGE IT!"

Mother's Day Sale

- Coleman stove or 2 mantle lantern YOUR CHOICE $11.97 ea.
- 24x60" aluminum folding camp table $8.88
- 8x10 ft. family size cabin tent $44.88
- 2 lb. thermoscloud sleeping bag $4.88
- 3 lb. flannel lined sleeping bag $8.88
- 4 lb. fiberfilled sleeping bag $12.88

8x10 ft. family size cabin tent

OUTSIDE SUSPENSION FRAME
SEW- IN WATERPROOF FLOOR

24 oz. bottle 8 oz.
ventilated 20 oz.

30% off this bag has two air mattress pockets, flannel lining, laminated outer shell, 100" zipper.

just say "charge it!"
May and Mother's Day

INVENTORY SELL OUT!
CONTINUED OFFER

STP OIL TREATMENT
68¢
"The racer's edge" for better engine performance. Limit 2 cans.

HEAVY DUTY SHOCK ABSORBERS
59¢ each, most cars
Reg. .77
Our finest heavy duty shocks, guaranteed to last as long as you own the car or we'll give you a free replacement.

INSTALLATION ONLY $1.00 EACH

6488
Reg. 76.94
8 TRACK STEREO Slide bar controls—Built-in alarm. 12 volt negative or positive ground. Model RR-71T. Expert installation available.

127
COOL CUSHION
Sturdy, spring-filled car cushion for more comfortable warm-weather driving. Cool comfort, economy price.

178
hallmark installed
deluxe model air conditioner
Dual controls, 3 speed blower. Automatic clutch, slim line design. Reg. 219.97 installed.

VOGUE VINYL FLOOR MATS
29¢
Reg. 49¢
Famous Vogue floor mats. Full or twin, front or rear.

63rd & No. May

FRENCH MARKET

TOWN & COUNTRY

E. Reno at Air Depot